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Abstract. We present experimental results concentrating on a variety of phenomena in 1 

the high latitude ionosphere F2 layer induced by an extraordinary (X-mode) HF pump wave at 2 

high heater frequencies (fH = 6.2 - 8.0 MHz), depending on the pump frequency proximity to the 3 

ordinary and extraordinary mode critical frequencies, foF2 and fxF2. The experiments were 4 

carried out at the EISCAT HF heating facility with an effective radiated power of 450 – 650 MW 5 

in October 2012 and October – November 2013. Their distinctive feature is a wide diapason of 6 

critical frequency changes, when the fH /foF2 ratio was varied through a wide range from 0.9 to 7 

1.35. It provides both a proper comparison of X-mode HF-induced phenomena excited under 8 

different ratios of fH /foF2 and an estimation of the frequency range above foF2 in which such X-9 

mode phenomena are still possible. It was shown that the HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines are 10 

excited above foF2 when the HF pump frequency is lying in a range between the foF2 and fxF2, 11 

foF2 ≤ fH ≤ fxF2, whereas small-scale field-aligned irregularities continued to be generated even 12 

when fH exceeded fxF2 by up to 1 MHz and an X-polarized pump wave cannot be reflected from 13 

the ionosphere. Another parameter of importance is the magnetic zenith effect (HF beam/radar 14 

angle direction) which is typical for X-mode phenomena under fH /foF2 >1 as well as fH / foF2≤ 15 

1. We have shown for the first time that an X-mode HF pump wave is able to generate strong 16 

narrow band spectral components in the SEE spectra (within 1 kHz of pump frequency) in the 17 

ionosphere F region, which were recorded far away from the HF heating facility. The observed 18 

spectral lines can be associated with the ion acoustic, electrostatic ion cyclotron, and electrostatic 19 

ion cyclotron harmonic waves (otherwise known as neutralized ion Bernstein waves). It is 20 

suggested that these spectral components can be attributed to the stimulated Brillion scatter 21 

(SBS) process. The comparison between the O- and X-mode narrow band spectra clearly 22 

demonstrated that only an X-polarized pump wave scattered by SBS can propagate more than 23 

one thousand km without significant deterioration.  24 

 25 
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1. Introduction 28 

 29 

HF pumping experiments in the ionospheric F-region are most commonly conducted with 30 

the use of high-power HF radio waves with ordinary polarization (O-mode). An O-polarized HF 31 

pump wave effectively interacts with the background ionosphere plasma in the F2 layer in the 32 

region between the HF reflection height and upper hybrid resonance altitude leading to the 33 

excitation of thermal parametric (resonance) and parametric decay instabilities, which produce a 34 

wide variety of phenomena (see, for example, Erukhimov et al., 1987; Robinson, 1989; Stubbe, 35 

1996; Gurevich, 2007 and references therein). As for an X-mode HF pump wave, it does not 36 

match the resonance altitudes and, therefore, should not excite the thermal parametric 37 

(resonance) instability (TPI) as well as the parametric decay instability (PDI). However, an X-38 

polarized HF pump wave can produce the differential ohmic heating on electrons (Gurevich, 39 

1978; Lofas et al., 2009; Kuo et al., 2010). The electron thermal pressure force leads to the 40 

generation of artificial large-scale irregularities because of the growth of a self-focusing 41 

instability of an electromagnetic HF wave beam (Dunkan and Behnke, 1978; Gurevich, 1978; 42 

Farley et al., 1983; Kuo et al., 2010; Frolov et al., 2014).  43 

An X-polarized HF pump wave cannot match the resonance altitude thus only an O-mode 44 

wave is able to generate small-scale field-aligned artificial irregularities (FAIs). Indeed, EISCAT 45 

HF heating experiments have demonstrated that at a heater frequency of fH = 4.544 MHz, which 46 

was below the maximum plasma frequency foF2, the change of polarization to X-mode led to the 47 

disappearance of FAIs, observed under O-mode heating (Robinson et al., 1997). The opposite 48 

behavior of FAIs was found at heater frequencies lying above the foF2 (fH /foF2 ≥ 1). 49 

Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2011a; 2011b) have shown for the first time that at heater 50 

frequencies lying in the range of 4.0 – 5.4 MHz, an X-polarized HF pump wave, injected parallel 51 

to the magnetic field line at frequencies fH ≥ foF2, can excite strong small-scale field-aligned 52 

artificial irregularities responsible for backscatter measured by the CUTLASS radars. Detailed 53 



studies of the X-mode FAI properties, with the spatial size across the geomagnetic field of l⊥≈ 11 54 

– 15 m, from a large number of EISCAT experiments at different heater frequencies of 4.040, 55 

4.544, 4.9128 and 5.423 MHz have demonstrated that such FAIs were observed in a frequency 56 

band of about 1.2 MHz above the maximum plasma frequency foF2 (Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 57 

2013). The experiments reported by Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2011a; 2013) were carried out in 58 

the afternoon and evening hours in quiet magnetic conditions under an effective radiated power 59 

of 75-180 MW with the HF array having a beam width of 12° at the -3 dB point. Further 60 

investigations of X-mode HF-induced phenomena at EISCAT were carried out at high heater 61 

frequencies (fH > 6.0 MHz) with an effective radiated power of about 450 – 650 MW and a 62 

heater beam width of 5°. They have shown evidence for strong plasma modifications even when 63 

the heater frequency was below foF2. It was found that at high heater frequencies the artificial 64 

optical emissions at red and green lines accompanied with HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines 65 

and strong FAIs can be excited in the F-region of the high latitude ionosphere under X-mode HF 66 

pumping towards the magnetic zenith at heater frequencies lying mainly below the foF2 67 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2014). When fH ≤ foF2, O-mode leakage effects cannot be 68 

completely excluded. The only heater pulse under fH  lying above foF2 considered by 69 

Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2014), differed in pulse duration and background conditions. 70 

Because of that the X-mode phenomena excited above foF2 require further clarification. 71 

Moreover, this heater pulse gave no opportunity for the determination of the frequency range 72 

above the foF2 in which various X-mode HF-induced phenomena are generated. 73 

This paper provides further insight into unresolved issues associated with X-mode 74 

pumping the high latitude ionospheric F-region by the EISCAT HF heating facility at high heater 75 

frequencies (fH = 6.2 - 8.0 MHz). The key parameter considered during the observations is the 76 

ratio of the heater frequency to the O- and X-mode critical frequencies. The main attention is 77 

paid to the detailed investigation of the X-mode phenomena excited at high heater frequencies 78 

lying above the maximum plasma frequency, when the “pure” X-mode phenomena can be 79 



generated and the O-mode leakage effects are impossible. We analyze the behavior of HF 80 

enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFIL, HFPL), electron density modification, and artificial field-81 

aligned irregularity production depending on the pump frequency proximity to the critical 82 

frequencies.  83 

In order to investigate the magnetic zenith effect observed under X-mode pumping, we 84 

discuss experimental data obtained under different HF incidence angle of the Tromsø HF heating 85 

facility accompanied by elevation angle stepping the EISCAT UHF radar between 72° and 90° 86 

(HF beam/radar angle direction).  87 

Finally, we demonstrate the first evidence of the generation of distinct narrow band 88 

spectral components in the stimulated electromagnetic emission (SEE) spectra within 1 kHz of 89 

the pump frequency induced by an X-mode HF pumping. These spectral components, which can 90 

be associated with the ion acoustic (IA), electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC), and ion Bernstein (IB) 91 

waves, were recorded at a distance of about 1200 km away from the EISCAT HF Heating 92 

facility.  93 

 94 

2. Experimental description and instrumentation 95 

 96 

HF pumping experiments have been carried out during Russian EISCAT campaigns 97 

during October -November 2013 and October 2012 in quiet magnetic conditions and high solar 98 

activity in the afternoon and evening hours between 14 and 18 UT. Artificial perturbations in the 99 

high latitude ionosphere F2-layer were created by the EISCAT HF Heating facility (69.6° N, 100 

19.2° E; magnetic dip angle I=77°). We will consider in detail the observational results obtained 101 

in the course of experiments on 27 and 28 October, 2 and 3 November 2013 and 21 October 102 

2012. Much of the EISCAT heating campaign from 18 October to 3 November 2013 was 103 

described by Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2014).  104 



Multi-instrument diagnostics were used for the investigation of the X-mode HF-induced 105 

phenomena at high pump frequencies (fH = 6.2 – 7.953 MHz) depending on the ratio of heater 106 

frequency to the maximum plasma frequency when the fH /foF2 ratio was varied through a range 107 

from 0.9 to 1.35. The EISCAT UHF incoherent scatter radar at 930 MHz, spatially co-located 108 

with the HF heating facility at Tromsø, has been applied in the evaluation the ionospheric plasma 109 

parameters and HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFILs and HFPLs) from the backscattered 110 

radar spectra. Small-scale field-aligned artificial irregularities (FAIs) were recognized from the 111 

backscattered signals received at Hankasalmi, Finland (62.3° N; 26.6° E) by the CUTLASS (Co-112 

operative UK Twin Located Auroral Sounding System) HF coherent radar. The operation modes 113 

of the UHF and CUTLASS radars and parameters estimated from their measurements are the 114 

same as were used in Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2014).  115 

The observations of narrow band spectral components in the stimulated electromagnetic 116 

emission (SEE) spectra were conducted on 21 October 2012 and 27 and 28 October 2013 in the 117 

vicinity of St. Petersburg (60° N, 30° E) at a distance from Tromsø of about 1200 km. On 21 118 

October 2012 the reception of HF heater signals was made with a Doppler spectral method in the 119 

102 Hz band with a frequency resolution of 0.15 Hz. On 27 and 28 October 2013 the HF 120 

receiving system, having a large dynamic range allowed the recording of signals in the frequency 121 

band of ± 3kHz around the HF pump frequency with a resolution of about 1 Hz. The double 122 

rombic HF antenna system oriented to Tromsø was utilized in all experiments for the narrow 123 

band SEE observations. In the course of experiment on 21 October 2012 the high power HF 124 

radio wave with alternating O/X-mode polarization was injected into the ionosphere at frequency 125 

of 7.953 MHz by cycles of 10 min on, 5 min off at three positions of HF beam, 90° (vertical), 126 

84° and 78° (magnetic field-aligned). Only for this experiment were the narrow band SEE 127 

measurements near St. Petersburg accompanied by the “classic” stimulated electromagnetic 128 

emission (SEE) observations at Tromsø in the frequency band of 200 kHz with a resolution of 129 

200 Hz for searching the spectral component in the SEE spectra commonly observed under the 130 



radiation of the O-polarized powerful HF radio waves. On 27 and 28 October 2013 HF pumping 131 

was produced in the magnetic field - aligned direction at HF pump frequencies of 7.953 and 6.96 132 

MHz respectively. The O/X-mode HF pumping was performed on 27 October 2013, when the 133 

ratio of fH / foF2 ≤ 1, whereas only X-mode heating well above the critical frequency (fH /foF2 134 

>1) was used on 28 October 2013.  135 

 136 

3. Observational results and discussion 137 

 138 

3.1. HF-induced disturbances in the ionospheric plasma and small-scale field-aligned 139 

irregularities 140 

 141 

 Below we present experimental results related to the behavior of plasma parameters, HF-142 

induced turbulence and small-scale field-aligned artificial irregularities in the high latitude 143 

ionospheric F2 layer induced by extraordinary polarized powerful HF radio waves injected into 144 

the magnetic zenith at high heater frequencies (fH > 6.0 MHz) depending on the ratio of the HF 145 

pump frequency to O- and X-mode critical frequencies of the F2 layer. The distinctive feature of 146 

the experiments discussed below is a wide range of critical frequency changes with the 147 

unchanged pump frequency. It provides both a proper comparison of X-mode HF-induced 148 

phenomena excited under different ratio of fH /foF2 and an estimation of the frequency band 149 

above the foF2 in which such X-mode phenomena are still possible.  150 

 151 

3.1.1. Experiment on 3 November 2013 152 

The HF pump wave was radiated at a heater frequency of 6.2 MHz parallel to the 153 

magnetic field with an effective radiated power of about 450 MW, from 15.30 – 18 UT. In the 154 

course of the experiment the critical frequencies foF2 gradually dropped from 6.7 MHz at 15.30 155 

UT to 5.2 MHz at 18 UT. This makes possible the investigation of the X-mode HF-induced 156 



effects depending on the ratio of heater frequency to the maximum plasma frequency from fH 157 

/foF2 = 0.92 to fH / foF2 = 1.2 in the same experiment for the same background geophysical 158 

situation. Figure 1 presents the EISCAT UHF radar observations from 15.30 – 18 UT. It shows 159 

the altitude-temporal behavior of the electron density (Ne), electron temperature (Te) and ion 160 

velocities (Vi) as well as the Ne and Te variations at fixed altitudes. From 15.30 to 17 UT the 161 

heater frequencies were below or near critical frequency foF2 (fH /foF2 = 0.92 – 1.05). In such 162 

ionospheric conditions the O-mode effects can be excited and we have conducted the alternating 163 

O/X pumping. From 17 UT, when the foF2 dropped to 5.8 MHz, only X-mode HF pumping was 164 

performed. 165 

O-mode heating produced strong electron temperature enhancements up to 2500 – 3000 166 

K (see Fig. 1b and e). The electron heating was accompanied by the generation of upward ion 167 

flows from the ionosphere above ~ 350 km (see Fig.1c), which has been observed in a large 168 

number of previous EISCAT heating experiments from the UHF radar measurements (see, for a 169 

example, Rietveld et al., 2003; Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2005; Kosch et al., 2010; 2014). The 170 

thermal electron heating produces the plasma pressure gradient leading the ions to move upward 171 

along the magnetic field line (Kosch et al., 2010). 172 

 By contrast, an X-mode heating caused the strong apparent electron density 173 

enhancements by 50-70% above the background Ne values, observed up to 600 km (see Fig.1a 174 

and d). Such apparent Ne increases are a typical feature of X-mode heating at different heater 175 

frequencies from EISCAT UHF radar observations (Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2011a; 2013). 176 

They can be accompanied by HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFILs and HFPLs) in the UHF 177 

radar spectra but not in all experiments. In the course of the experiment on 3 November 2013 not 178 

too strong enhanced ion and plasma lines were observed in the first three X-mode pulses in the 179 

altitude range of 220 -250 km, which did not allow the use of the standard analysis of the radar 180 

spectra to get accurate Ne estimations. The Ne behavior at fixed heights (Fig. 1d) is given from 181 

the altitude of 390 km, which is well above the altitude region occupied by HF-enhanced ion and 182 



plasma lines. In the last three heater pulses HFILs and HFPLs were not excited at all and 183 

therefore accurate estimations of the electron densities and temperatures can be performed in a 184 

wide altitude range. However, the same Ne enhancements occurred even when the pump 185 

frequency exceeded the fxF2 from 17.30 UT (fH > fxF2). As was shown by Kuo et al. (2010), an 186 

X-mode HF pump wave moves the ionospheric F-region upward. The origin of apparent strong 187 

Ne enhancements observed under X-mode HF pumping at different heater frequencies is not yet 188 

understood. In principle, the accelerated electrons could produce the enhanced ionization 189 

Apparent Ne enhancements are typical for X-mode pumping and observed as often as the Te 190 

enhancements from UHF radar measurements under the action of O-polarized powerful HF radio 191 

waves. Hence, an efficient mechanism of the electron acceleration in a wide altitude range 192 

induced by an X-polarized pump wave should be found. 193 

 In the course of the X-mode pumping the apparent Ne enhancements were accompanied 194 

by some Te increases, which were weak (about 20 % above the background values) in two heater 195 

pulses from 15.46 – 15.56 and 16.01 – 16.11 UT, when the heater frequency was below the 196 

critical frequency foF2. The Te values, produced by ohmic heating, increased up to 50% after 17 197 

UT, when fH exceeded foF2.  198 

Small-scale field-aligned artificial irregularities (FAIs) with the spatial size across the 199 

geomagnetic field of l⊥ ≈ 8 - 11.5 m were observed throughout the experiment. This is seen in 200 

Figure 2, in which CUTLASS (SuperDARN) Hankasalmi radar observations on 3 November 201 

2013 are presented. Alternating O/X-mode heating was produced from 15.30 – 17 UT, when the 202 

heater frequency was below and then near foF2. Here the FAIs with scales of l⊥ ≈ 8 - 11.5 m 203 

were excited both for O- and X-mode HF pumping, but the intensity of the X-mode FAIs was 204 

about 4 – 6 dB below that of the O-mode FAIs. This differs from effects observed at lower heater 205 

frequencies (fH ≤ 5.4 MHz), when X-mode FAIs were not generated at all at heater frequencies 206 

below foF2 (Robinson et al., 1997).  207 



From 17 – 18 UT the critical frequency foF2 dropped from 5.9 to 5.2 MHz (fH / foF2 = 208 

1.05 – 1.19). In such conditions the O-mode effects are impossible and only X-mode HF 209 

pumping was produced. As the foF2 values decreased, at first FAIs with l⊥ ≈ 8 m, and thereafter 210 

with l⊥ ≈ 9 m disappeared (see Fig. 2). Small-scale irregularities with a transverse size of 11.5 m 211 

were excited to 18 UT even when the fH became above the fxF2 and an X-mode pump wave 212 

cannot be longer reflected from the ionosphere. Moreover, their intensity, when fH / foF2 = 1.05 213 

– 1.19 was higher when compared with the case before 17 UT under fH / foF2 = 0.92 – 1.05.  214 

 215 

3.1.2. Experiment on 28 October 2013 216 

The experiment was carried out from 15.30 – 18 UT when the critical frequency foF2 217 

decreased over a wide range from 7.6 to 5.3 MHz. An X-polarized HF pump wave was radiated 218 

at a heater frequency of 6.96 MHz along the magnetic field line with an effective radiated power 219 

of about 550 MW. The distinctive feature of this X-mode experiment, as compared with the 3 220 

November 2013 event, was the appearance of intense HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines in the 221 

UHF radar spectra. Incoherent scatter radars are able to make direct measurements of 222 

longitudinal plasma waves. The observed spectra under X-mode heating are typical signatures of 223 

electrostatic plasma waves such as Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves. The conversion of 224 

powerful electromagnetic HF wave to Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves is direct evidence for 225 

the excitation of the parametric decay instability in the vicinity of the reflection height of the 226 

pump wave (Fejer, 1979; Hagfors et al., 1983; DuBois et al., 1990; Stubbe et. al., 1992; Stubbe, 227 

1996; Rietveld et al., 2000; Gurevich et al., 2004). The gradual decrease of foF2 over a wide 228 

frequency range (7.6 – 5.3 MHz) with the use the a fixed heater frequency of fH = 6.96 MHz 229 

makes the detailed investigation of HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFILs and HFPLs) under 230 

different ratios of fH / foF2 from 0.91 to 1.31 possible, permitting a clarification of the nature of 231 

the observed phenomena and an estimation of the frequency band above foF2 in which such X-232 

mode phenomena are generated. The behavior of the undecoded downshifted plasma line power, 233 



the altitude distribution of the plasma line intensity, the raw electron density, and the critical 234 

frequency foF2 in the course of the experiment of 28 October 2013 are depicted in Figure 3. The 235 

raw electron density is defined as the backscattered power of radar signal which points to the 236 

generation of the ion lines in the radar spectra. As is evident from Fig.3, the intense HF-237 

enhanced plasma and ion lines were excited through the whole heater cycle on the interval 238 

between 15.30 – 16.45 UT. At first the heater frequency was below or near foF2 (fH ≤ foF2) and 239 

then lay in the frequency range between the ordinary and extraordinary mode critical frequency, 240 

foF2 (foF2 < fH ≤ fxF2). An important point is that HF-induced plasma lines disappeared in the 241 

first part of heater-on cycle from 16.46 – 16.56 UT where the heater frequency exceeded the 242 

fxF2, fH > fxF2 (see Fig.3 a, b). Remember, that fxF2 = foF2 + fce/2 ≈ (foF2 + 0.7) MHz, where 243 

fce is the electron gyrofrequency. The disappearance of HFPLs was accompanied by a change in 244 

the behavior of the backscattered power and therefore HF-enhanced ion lines (Fig. 3c), which 245 

became much weaker and had a random character. 246 

We also compared the behavior of ion and plasma line spectra for X-mode pumping 247 

under different ratios of the heater frequency to the critical frequency of the F2 layer (fH / foF2 < 248 

1 and fH / foF2 > 1). The procedure for obtaining the spectra is the same as described by 249 

Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2014). Figure 4 presents the maximum power of the HF-enhanced 250 

downshifted plasma lines, upshifted and downshifted ion lines against altitude for HF pulses, 251 

when fH / foF2 < 1 (15.31 – 15.41 UT) and fH / foF2 > 1 (16.31 – 16.41 UT) in the course of the 252 

X-mode experiment on 28 October 2013. By and large they confirm the result presented by 253 

Blagoveshchenskaya et al. (2014) for other EISCAT HF pumping experiments, when it was only 254 

possible to make such a comparison between two heater pulses of different durations obtained 255 

from two different experiments under different background conditions. As is obvious from Fig. 256 

4, the altitude distribution of the downshifted ion line power exhibits two power maxima 257 

observed both under fH / foF2 < 1 (Fig. 4a) and fH / foF2 > 1 (Fig. 4b). The HF-enhanced ion and 258 



plasma lines were generated over a wider range of heights when fH / foF2 > 1 as compared with 259 

the event under fH / foF2 < 1.  260 

The CUTLASS Hankasalmi radar observations in the course of the X-mode experiment 261 

on 28 October 2013 from 15.30 – 18 UT are presented in Figure 5. The CUTLASS radar ran at 262 

operational frequencies of about 16, 18, and 20 MHz. Due to the Bragg condition (l⊥ =  c /2fR, 263 

where fR is the radar operational frequency, and c is a speed of light) the size of FAIs 264 

perpendicular to the magnetic field l⊥ responsible for the backscatter was about l⊥ ≈ 9, 8, and 7.5 265 

m respectively. As is seen from Fig. 5, the artificial field-aligned irregularities were generated 266 

throughout the experiment both when fH / foF2 < 1 and fH / foF2 > 1. 267 

The artificial small-scale field-aligned irregularities were observed together with HF-268 

enhanced ion and plasma lines. However, FAIs with l⊥≈ 9 and 8 m persisted to the present even 269 

when HF-induced plasma lines disappeared. This occurred when fH exceeded fxF2 and an X-270 

polarized pump wave can no longer be reflected from the ionosphere, whereas the larger scale of 271 

FAIs in this experiment with l⊥≈ 9, accompanied by apparent electron density enhancements, 272 

were generated up to the end of experiment (18 UT), when the values of foF2 dropped to 5.3 273 

MHz, showing that the heater frequency was above the foF2 by 1.7 MHz.   274 

 CUTLASS Hankasalmi radar measurements have demonstrated that at high heater 275 

frequencies (fH > 6.0 MHz) in the afternoon and evening hours the X-mode FAIs with size of l⊥≈ 276 

7.5 – 11.5 m were excited when the fH / foF2 < 1 as well as fH / foF2 > 1. Moreover, they can 277 

even be excited under fH > fxF2 up to 1 MHz. This differs from the X-mode FAIs at low heater 278 

frequencies (fH ≤ 5.4 MHz), which cannot be generated, when heater frequencies lie below foF2. 279 

However, such FAIs with l⊥≈ 11.5 – 15 m were excited above the foF2 by 0.1 – 1.2 MHz 280 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al. 2013). There is also a significant difference in the decay times for X-281 

mode FAIs excited at high and low heater frequencies. The FAI decay time at fH > 6.0 MHz (see 282 

Figs. 2 and 5) did not exceed 3 min in the evening hours whereas it can reach the unusually long 283 

values of 15 -20 min at low heater frequencies between 3.95 – 5.423 MHz (Blagoveshchenskaya 284 



et al. 2011; 2013). In spite of the fact that the generation of FAIs induced by an X-polarized high 285 

power HF radio wave is a repeatable and easily reproducible feature from EISCAT heating 286 

experiments, the mechanism of their excitation is still remains poorly studied. Mention may be 287 

made of the process of stimulated scattering of an X-mode powerful radio wave by ions with the 288 

upper-hybrid or electron-cyclotron oscillations excited in the plasma (Vas’kov and Ryabova, 289 

1998). Intense Langmuir waves can also generate FAI with a broad spectrum due to the 290 

filamentation instability (Kuo and Schmidt, 1983). However, for the small-scale FAIs excited, 291 

when high-power X-mode HF radio wave did not reflect from the ionosphere (fH > fxF2), the 292 

most plausible mechanism for their generation could be closely related to and driven by the HF-293 

induced large-scale artificial irregularities. An X-polarized HF pump wave heats the F-region of 294 

the ionosphere through collision processes more effectively as compared with the O-mode HF 295 

pumping (Kuo et al., 2010). The artificial large-scale irregularities are formed at the heater 296 

frequencies above and below the foF2 by the growth of a self-focusing instability of an HF pump 297 

wave beam (Gurevich, 1978; Vas’kov and Gurevich, 1979).  298 

 299 

3.2. Magnetic zenith effect 300 

 301 

The magnetic zenith effect is a typical phenomenon observed in the high latitude 302 

ionospheric plasma under the impact of high-power electromagnetic waves with ordinary 303 

polarization (O-mode). The magnetic zenith effect comes from a nonlinear process of the 304 

structuring HF waves along the magnetic field (Gurevich et al., 2002; 2005). Modification 305 

experiments carried out at the EISCAT HF heater at Tromsø and HAARP at Gakona, Alaska, 306 

have shown that the most intense HF-induced electron heating, optical emissions, and FAIs were 307 

excited when the O-mode HF pump wave was transmitted in the magnetic field-aligned direction 308 

(Kosch et al., 2002; Rietveld et al., 2003; Pedersen et al., 2003; Mishin et al., 2005). As was 309 



shown by Isham et al. (1999), Langmuir wave intensities also maximized under HF pumping 310 

parallel the magnetic field. 311 

 We have considered the EISCAT UHF radar observations in the course of the experiment 312 

on 21 October 2012. The experiment was carried out from 14 -16 UT under quiet magnetic 313 

conditions, when the critical frequency of the F2 layer gradually dropped from 8.9 MHz at 14 314 

UT to 7.6 MHz at 16 UT. High power HF radio waves were injected into the ionosphere at a 315 

frequency of 7.953 MHz in cycles of 10 min on, 5 min off at three positions of the HF beam, 90° 316 

(vertical), 84° and 78° (magnetic field-aligned). From cycle to cycle the polarization of HF pump 317 

wave was changed between O- and X-mode. The effective radiated power was about ERP = 650 318 

MW. In the course of each HF pulse the elevation angle of the UHF radar was changed every 319 

minute from 74 to 90°. The X-mode pulses have demonstrated that the most intense HF-320 

enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFILs and HFPLs) from the incoherent scatter radar 321 

observations, which are direct evidence of the parametric decay instability, were observed when 322 

the high-power HF electromagnetic wave was injected towards the magnetic zenith (77°). For X-323 

mode injections in the vertical direction (90°), the HFILs and HFPLs were not excited. When the 324 

HF pump wave was radiated in the 84°direction, HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines were much 325 

weaker as compared with the 77° pointing direction. The same is true for the apparent electron 326 

density and temperature enhancements observed from the EISCAT UHF radar observations. An 327 

O-mode HF pumping shows the appearance of HFILs and HFPLs under any incidence angle of 328 

the HF pump wave (90, 84 and 77°). The intensities of the HFILs and HFPLs for O- mode 329 

pumping maximized for HF pumping towards the magnetic zenith, that is in agreement with 330 

previous O-mode observations (Isham et al., 1999). However, their intensity was much weaker 331 

as compared with the X-mode HFILs and HFPLs.  332 

Further to this, we consider the behavior of HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines depending 333 

on the elevation angle of the EISCAT UHF radar, when the heater frequency is above the critical 334 

frequency of the F2 layer. The experiment was carried out on 2 November 2013 in the evening 335 



hours. The HF pump wave with X-polarization was transmitted at a frequency of 6.96 MHz 336 

towards the magnetic zenith. The effective radiated power was about 550 MW. During each 20 337 

min heater pulse the elevation angle of the EISCAT UHF radar was changed between 72 and 338 

86°. As an example, Figure 6 depicts the intensities of the undecoded downshifted plasma lines 339 

and raw electron density (backscattered power) from 14.30 – 15 UT. During this pulse the heater 340 

frequency of fH = 6.96 MHz exceeded the critical frequency of foF2 = 6.4 MHz (fH / foF2 = 341 

1.09). It is seen that HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines were excited for radar elevation angles 342 

between 76 - 79°, being the most intense in the field-aligned pointing the UHF radar (77°).  343 

The ion line spectra obtained from the EISCAT UHF radar measurements for different 344 

radar elevation angles of 76, 77, 78, and 79° are shown in Figure 7. The following features of the 345 

ion line spectra in the magnetic field-aligned direction, when the heater frequency exceeded the 346 

foF2, can be seen from Fig. 7: (1) intensities of the upshifted and downshifted ion lines are 347 

maximized; (2) the appearance of two power maxima at different altitudes is observed both for 348 

downshifted and upshifted ion lines; (3) the appearance of a nonshifted (zero frequency) spectral 349 

component. 350 

As is evident from the EISCAT UHF radar spectra, an X-mode HF heater wave 351 

transmitted parallel to the magnetic field at heater frequencies above the critical frequency foF2 352 

is able to excite intense HF-enhanced ion lines (upshifted, downshifted and nonshifted) and 353 

plasma lines. The most intense HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines were generated when the 354 

position of the HF heater beam and UHF radar were field-aligned, therefore, they exhibit a 355 

strong magnetic zenith effect similar to the O-mode heating at frequencies below the foF2, as 356 

was shown by Isham et al. (1999). Such HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines are indicative of the 357 

parametric decay instability (PDI) and oscillating two stream instability (OTSI) (Fejer, 1979; 358 

Dysthe et al., 1983; Stubbe, 1996, Kuo et al., 1997). PDI and OTSI give the most effective 359 

channels to convert electromagnetic HF radio waves to electrostatic plasma waves, including 360 

Langmuir waves of high frequency and ion acoustic waves of low frequency. In spite of HF-361 



enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFPLs and HFILs) in the incoherent radar spectra being 362 

indicative of the parametric decay instability, it is still not clear in what way an X-mode pump 363 

wave can excite the PDI and even OTSI, especially taking into account that the X-mode HFPLs 364 

and HFILs were much higher intensity, as compared with the O-mode effects, and were observed 365 

through the whole HF heater cycle together with artificial small-scale field-aligned irregularities 366 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2014). 367 

 368 

3.3 Stimulated electromagnetic emissions 369 

 370 

The stimulated electromagnetic emission (SEE) was discovered by Thidé et al. (1982) at 371 

the HF heating facility near Tromsø (Norway). During the last three decades the classical SEE 372 

spectral components with an offset of 1 kHz up to 200 kHz from the HF heater frequency have 373 

been extensively studied at different HF heating facilities located at mid- and high latitudes (see, 374 

for example, Leyser, 2001 and references therein). The most common SEE spectral feature, 375 

observed when the O-polarized HF pump wave is radiated in the vicinity of the vertical direction 376 

at a frequency below the critical frequency foF2 and away from the electron gyro harmonic 377 

frequency, is the downshifted maximum (DM). The DM is a strong emission with a pronounced 378 

peak downshifted by 8 - 12 kHz below the heater frequency fH  (Thidé et al., 1982). 379 

Recent experiments at the HAARP facility in Gakona, Alaska, have demonstrated the 380 

generation of narrow band SEE spectral components within 1 kHz of the HF pump frequency, 381 

produced by the stimulated Brillouin scatter (SBS) (Norin et al., 2009; Bernhardt, et al., 2009; 382 

2010; Fu et al., 2013). Such strong components are shifted only by tens of Hz from the HF pump 383 

frequency. Their origin is explained by the parametric decay of an ordinary (O-mode) polarized 384 

powerful HF electromagnetic wave to the electrostatic (ion acoustic or ion cyclotron) wave with 385 

the secondary electromagnetic wave scattered by SBS (Dysthe et al., 1977; Fejer, 1977; Norin et 386 

al., 2009; Bernhardt, et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2013; Mahmoudian et al., 2013). The ion acoustic 387 



(IA) spectral component appears with a frequency offset of 10 - 30 Hz (Bernhardt et al., 2009) 388 

and the electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) line with frequency offset about of 50 Hz (for O+ ions) 389 

from the HF pump frequency (Bernhardt et al., 2010; Mahmoudian et al., 2013). Observations of 390 

the narrow band spectral components at the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency 391 

showed the excitation of harmonic sidebands near multiples of the ion cyclotron frequency 392 

produced by the stimulated ion Bernstein emissions (Bernhardt et al., 2011). It is important to 393 

mention that the variety of the narrow band spectral components in the SEE spectra, such as the 394 

ion acoustic, electrostatic ion cyclotron and ion Bernstein waves, were observed in the vicinity of 395 

the HAARP facility only for O-mode pumping of the ionosphere. 396 

Below we present the first experimental evidence of the generation of the various narrow 397 

band spectral components in the SEE spectra in the F region of the high latitude ionosphere 398 

induced by an extraodinary (X-mode) powerful HF radio wave and recorded far away from the 399 

HF heating facility. The first observations of the narrow band spectral component within 100 Hz 400 

band frequency under X-mode pumping, was made on 21 October 2012 near St. Petersburg at a 401 

distance of 1200 km away from the HF heater. These observations were accompanied by 402 

EISCAT UHF radar measurements and “classic” SEE measurements in the 200 kHz band at 403 

Tromsø. Observational results showing the spectrogram of the heater signal within a 100 Hz 404 

frequency band are depicted in Figure 8 (top panel). For comparison, the “classic” SEE dynamic 405 

spectra (spectrograms) recorded at Tromsø are presented in Fig. 8 (bottom panel). Details of the 406 

experiment on 21 October 2012 and the behaviors of the HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines 407 

(HFILs and HFPLs) from UHF radar observations are given in Section 3.2.  408 

An unexpected feature was found in the spectra within 100 Hz of the HF heater frequency 409 

received near St. Petersburg at a distance of 1200 km from the EISCAT HF heater facility (Fig. 410 

8, top panel). During X-mode pulses with the HF beam pointing in the magnetic field-aligned 411 

direction (14.46 -14.56 and 15.46 – 15.56 UT), a defined spectral component downshifted by 26 412 

- 37 Hz below the heater frequency can be seen. Such a spectral component was not recognized 413 



under vertical pointing the HF beam and was very weak, when X-mode HF pumping was 414 

produced at an elevation angle of 84° (15.16 – 15.26 UT). It is an indication of the magnetic 415 

zenith effect in the X-mode narrow band spectral component behavior. There is a close 416 

correlation between the narrow band spectral lines and the HF-enhanced ion lines (HFILs) from 417 

the EISCAT UHF radar observations. As was mentioned in Section 2.2, the strongest HFILs 418 

were observed under X-mode pumping towards the magnetic zenith. They were much weaker in 419 

the 84°direction and were not excited at all for X-mode injections in vertical direction (90°). We 420 

suggest that the spectral component with the frequency offset 26 - 37 Hz observed under X-mode 421 

HF pumping towards the magnetic zenith can be attributed to the stimulated Brillion scatter 422 

process in which the excited electrostatic wave could be an ion acoustic wave. The O-mode 423 

pumping cycles at any position of HF heater beam did not show the presence of defined spectral 424 

components within 100 Hz at a distance far away from the HF heater, in spite of the generation 425 

of HFILs under any incidence angle of the HF pump wave.  426 

Unfortunately, we were not able to carry out the narrow band SEE measurements at 427 

Tromsø in the vicinity of the HF heating facility. The frequency resolution of the SEE equipment 428 

used (200 Hz) was not sufficient to observe the narrow band SEE. As a consequence only the 429 

“classic” SEE measurements at the frequency band of 200 kHz were conducted. As is seen, SEE 430 

observations near Tromsø (Fig. 8, bottom panel) show the appearance of a well-defined DM 431 

component in the SEE spectra downshifted by about 12 kHz from the heater frequency and 432 

observed only during O-mode heater pulses in any position of the HF heater beam (90, 84, 78°). 433 

The X-mode pulses did not exhibit any defined spectral components offset from one to tens kHz 434 

from the heater frequency, but the X-mode SEE spectra were very noisy as compared with the O-435 

mode spectra. The generation of a DM component for O-mode pumping was accompanied by 436 

strong small-scale artificial field-aligned irregularities (FAIs). In such conditions X-mode FAIs 437 

were also excited but their intensity was weaker as compared with O-mode FAIs.  438 



In subsequent experiments on 27 and 28 October 2013, the HF receiving system, which 439 

allowed the recording of the heater signals in the frequency band of ± 3kHz around the HF pump 440 

frequency with a resolution of about 1 Hz, was used for observations near St. Petersburg. On 27 441 

October 2013 narrow band SEE observations were conducted from 12 to 13.30 UT under quiet 442 

magnetic conditions, when the critical frequency of the F2 layer slightly dropped from 10.4 to 443 

9.4 MHz. An HF pump wave with O/X polarization was radiated at frequency of 7.953 MHz 444 

towards the magnetic zenith by cycles of 20 min on, 10 min off.  The effective radiated power 445 

was about ERP = 650 MW. The spectrogram of the heater signal within 600 Hz recorded near St. 446 

Petersburg on 27 October 2013 is shown in Figure 9a. As is seen, the O-mode pulse from 12.01 – 447 

12.21 UT, similarly to the O-mode cycles on 21 October 2012, did not exhibit any narrow band 448 

spectral components at distance far away from HF heater. By contrast, the subsequent two X-449 

mode cycles (12.31 – 12.51 and 13.01 – 13.21 UT) under the same background conditions have 450 

demonstrated a variety of well defined narrow band spectral lines below and above the pump 451 

frequency. Figure 9b depicts the power spectra obtained at different times in the course of the X-452 

mode pulse from 12.31 – 12.51UT. The spectra show the well-defined narrow band spectral lines 453 

downshifted and upshifted by about 55 Hz from the pump frequency, which can be attributed to 454 

the electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) waves, and their multiple harmonics (up to four discrete 455 

spectral lines). The downshifted emissions were paired with upshifted spectral components. The 456 

intensity of the main downshifted emission was below the HF pump wave by – (20-30) dB 457 

during the pump pulse from 12.31 – 12.51 UT. It is important, that for the conditions of this 458 

experiment the HF pump frequency was near the sixth electron gyro harmonic frequency (below 459 

by about 200 kHz). The observed multiple spectral lines are similar to structures ordered by 460 

harmonics of the ion gyro frequency observed in the vicinity of the HAARP heating facility in 461 

the course of O-mode HF pumping experiment near the second electron gyro harmonic 462 

frequency, and are caused by stimulated ion Bernstein emissions (Bernhardt et al., 2011).  463 



Coincident with the electrostatic ion cyclotron harmonic waves, the spectral lines 464 

downshifted by 28 and 84 Hz can be recognized in Fig. 9b. They can be attributed to the first and 465 

third harmonic of an ion acoustic wave. The second harmonic (56 Hz) cannot be resolved due to 466 

the strong EIC wave downshifted by about 55 Hz from the pump frequency with a width of the 467 

order of 10 Hz. In the course of the HF pump pulses the HF-enhanced ion lines and FAIs were 468 

excited. Their behavior for O- and X-mode pulses is very similar to those previously described 469 

for the experiment on 21 October 2012.  470 

On 28 October 2013 narrow band SEE observations near St. Petersburg were carried out 471 

from 17 – 18 UT. The distinctive feature of the experiment is that the measurements were made 472 

when the heater frequency exceeded foF2 as well as fxF2. The critical frequency foF2 dropped 473 

from 5.8 MHz at 17 UT to 5.3 at 18 UT, while the X-polarized HF pump wave was at 6.96 MHz. 474 

The details of HF pumping and experimental results from EISCAT UHF radar and CUTLSS 475 

observations on 28 October 2013 from 15.30 – 18 UT are given in Section 3.1.2. SEE 476 

observations were conducted only in the last hour of this experiment. 477 

Figure 10a demonstrates the spectrogram of the heater signal within 400 Hz recorded 478 

near St. Petersburg on 28 October 2013 from 17 to 18 UT. As is seen, the only very intense 479 

spectral line downshifted by about 55 Hz from the HF pump frequency was recorded in all X-480 

mode heater pulses. As an example, Figure 10b shows the power spectra of the pump wave 481 

obtained at different times of the heating cycle from 17.01 – 17.11 UT. The observed emission 482 

line can be attributed to the electrostatic ion cyclotron wave. The intensity of this spectral 483 

emission was only 5 -15 dB less than the HF pump wave intensity. As was shown in Section 484 

3.1.2, at pump frequencies lying above the extraordinary critical frequency fxF2, HF-enhanced 485 

ion and plasma lines are not excited. However, even when fH > fxF2, some sporadic burst-like 486 

HFILs can be seen from UHF radar observations (see Fig. 3). The X-mode FAIs were generated 487 

up to 18 UT (see Fig. 5).  488 



The observations of the narrow band SEE spectral components under X-mode HF 489 

pumping demonstrate evidence of the excitation of various narrow band spectral components in 490 

the SEE spectra (within 1 kHz of the pump frequency), which can be associated with the ion 491 

acoustic (IA), electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC), and electrostatic ion cyclotron harmonic waves 492 

(otherwise known as neutralized ion Bernstein waves). It has been suggested that these spectral 493 

components can be attributed to the stimulated Brillion scatter (SBS) process. The results 494 

obtained have shown that an X-polarized electromagnetic wave scattered by SBS can propagate 495 

more than one thousand km without significant deterioration. It is important to note that O-mode 496 

narrow band spectral lines were not observed at a large distance from the EISCAT HF heating 497 

facility. 498 

 499 

4. Summary and concluding remarks 500 

 501 

 We have presented experimental results related to the variety of phenomena in the high 502 

latitude ionospheric F2 layer induced by an extraordinary (X-mode) HF pump wave at high 503 

heater frequencies (fH = 6.2 - 8.0 MHz) depending on the pump proximity to the critical 504 

frequencies foF2 and fxF2. Results come from a large body of X-mode HF pumping experiments 505 

at the EISCAT HF heating facility in October 2012 and October – November 2013 with the use 506 

of multi-instrument diagnostics. X-mode HF pumping experiments have been carried out at high 507 

heater frequencies of 6.2, 6.96, and 7.953 MHz in quiet magnetic conditions under effective 508 

radiated powers of 450 – 650 MW. The distinctive feature of the experiments is a wide diapason 509 

of critical frequency changes, when the fH /foF2 ratio was varied through a range from 0.9 to 510 

1.35. It provides both a proper comparison of X-mode HF-induced phenomena excited under 511 

different ratio of fH /foF2 and an estimation of the frequency band above the foF2 in which such 512 

X-mode phenomena are still possible. 513 



Intense HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFILs and HFPLs) in the UHF radar spectra, 514 

which are the typical signatures of ion-acoustic and Langmuir waves, were excited through the 515 

HF pump pulse under different ratios of heater frequency to the maximum plasma frequency (fH / 516 

foF2≤ 1 and fH /foF2 >1). The generation of the HFILs and HFPLs above foF2 occurred in the 517 

frequency range between the ordinary and extraordinary mode critical frequencies, foF2 ≤ fH ≤ 518 

fxF2. An important point is that HF-induced plasma and ion lines disappeared when the heater 519 

frequency exceeded the fxF2 and an X-polarized pump wave can no longer be reflected from the 520 

ionosphere. 521 

 HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines were accompanied by the generation of small-scale 522 

artificial field-aligned irregularities (FAIs) with a spatial size across the geomagnetic field of l⊥ ≈ 523 

7.5 – 9 m. An unexpected feature in the FAI behavior is their generation under conditions when 524 

the X-mode wave cannot be reflected from the ionosphere (fH exceeded fxF2) and HF-enhanced 525 

plasma and ion lines were not excited. Under such conditions FAIs were accompanied by 526 

apparent electron density enhancements and the electron heating increased by 50% from the 527 

background values. In spite of the fact that the generation of X-mode FAIs is a repeatable feature 528 

from EISCAT heating experiments, the mechanism of their excitation remains poorly studied. 529 

Mention may be made of the process of stimulated scattering an X-mode powerful radio wave by 530 

ions (Vas’kov and Ryabova, 1998) and intense Langmuir waves which can also generate FAI 531 

with a broad spectrum due to the filamentation instability (Kuo and Schmidt, 1983). However, 532 

for the FAIs excited under fH > fxF2, the most plausible mechanism of their generation could be 533 

closely related to and driven by HF-induced large-scale artificial irregularities. 534 

 The magnetic zenith effect was found in the behavior of the X-mode HF-enhanced ion 535 

and plasma lines. X-mode pumping experiments under different pointing directions of the HF 536 

antenna beam (90, 84 and 77°) have demonstrated that the most intense HF-enhanced ion and 537 

plasma lines were observed when the high-power HF electromagnetic wave was transmitted 538 

towards the magnetic zenith (77°). Experimental results from an elevation angle stepping of the 539 



EISCAT UHF radar between 72 and 90° have also shown that at heater frequencies above the 540 

critical frequency foF2 the most intense HF-enhanced ion (upshifted, downshifted and 541 

nonshifted) and plasma lines were generated when the UHF radar was pointing field-aligned. 542 

Such HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines are indicative of the parametric decay instability (PDI) 543 

and oscillating two stream instability (OTSI) excited above foF2. The same is true for the 544 

apparent electron density enhancements observed from the EISCAT UHF radar observations. 545 

We have presented the first experimental evidence showing that an extraodinary (X-546 

mode) powerful HF radio wave is able to generate different narrow band spectral components in 547 

the SEE spectra (within 1 kHz of pump frequency) in the F region of the high latitude 548 

ionosphere, which were recorded far away from the HF heating facility. The observed X-mode 549 

spectral lines can be associated with the ion acoustic (IA), electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC), and 550 

electrostatic ion cyclotron harmonic waves (otherwise known as neutralized ion Bernstein 551 

waves). It has been suggested that these spectral components can be attributed to the stimulated 552 

Brillion scatter (SBS) process in which the excited electrostatic wave could be an ion acoustic or 553 

electrostatic ion cyclotron waves. Similar narrow band SEE spectral lines, induced by the 554 

ordinary (O-mode) polarized HF pump wave, were observed in the HAARP experiments in the 555 

immediate vicinity (by 20 km) of the HF heating facility (Bernhardt, et al., 2009; 2010; 2011; Fu 556 

et al., 2013). However, the comparison between the O- and X-mode narrow band spectra within 557 

1 kHz from the pump frequency clearly demonstrated that only an X-polarized electromagnetic 558 

wave scattered by SBS can propagate more than one thousand km without significant 559 

deterioration. O-mode narrow band spectral lines were not observed at a large distance from the 560 

EISCAT HF heating facility.  561 

In spite of the fact that excitation of intense X-mode HF-induced phenomena in the F-562 

region of the high latitude ionosphere is a repeatable and easily reproducible feature from 563 

EISCAT heating experiments, many aspects of the nonlinear interaction between an X-polarized 564 

HF pump wave and the ionosphere plasma are still remain poorly understood and require further 565 



theoretical as well as experimental research. Among the theoretical aspects we would like to 566 

point out the following. 567 

HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines in the incoherent radar spectra are indicative of the 568 

parametric decay instability, but it is not clear through what mechanism an X-mode pump wave 569 

can excite the PDI and even OTSI, especially taking into account that the X-mode HF-induced 570 

ion and plasma lines are much higher intensity, as compared with the O-mode effects, are 571 

observed through the whole HF pump pulse and coexist with strong artificial small-scale field-572 

aligned irregularities. 573 

 The generation mechanisms of small-scale artificial field-aligned irregularities needs 574 

validation, particularly for FAIs excited when the heater frequency exceeds the fxF2 and an X-575 

polarized pump wave cannot be reflected from the ionosphere.  576 

Strong apparent Ne enhancements from EISCAT UHF radar measurements are typical for 577 

X-mode pumping and are observed as often as the Te enhancements under the action of O-578 

polarized HF pump waves. They occurred along the magnetic field line in a wide altitude range 579 

whether the HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines were excited or not. The origin of such apparent 580 

Ne enhancements under X-mode HF pumping at different heater frequencies is not yet 581 

understood and needs the clarification. In principle, the accelerated electrons can produce the 582 

enhanced ionization. Hence, an efficient mechanism of the electron acceleration induced by an 583 

X-polarized pump wave should be found.  584 

 In closing, we list desirable experiments to be carried out in future for better 585 

understanding the unusually strong phenomena in the F-region of the ionosphere induced by an 586 

X-polarized HF pump wave. It is known that significant changes of phenomena, excited near the 587 

upper hybrid resonance altitude and the reflection height of the ordinary (O-mode) HF pump 588 

wave, occur when the HF pump frequency is lying in the vicinity of the electron gyro harmonic 589 

frequency. HF-induced effects in the vicinity of the electron gyro harmonics have been 590 

extensively studied at different HF heating facilities. It will be interesting to investigate the 591 



electron gyro harmonic effects under an X-mode HF pumping into the F-region of the 592 

ionosphere for different numbers of electron gyroharmonics. There is also a need to find out the 593 

influence of the HF heater beam width and effective radiated power on characteristics of the 594 

plasma turbulence and other phenomena associated with the X-mode plasma modification. It is 595 

important to determine the threshold values of effective radiated power (ERP) needed to generate 596 

various X-mode HF-induced phenomena at heater frequencies fH lying above and below the 597 

critical frequency foF2 as well as to compare the ERP thresholds of alternating O/X-mode 598 

effects at heater frequencies fH ≤ foF2. It is of interest also to compare the simultaneous 599 

observations of the narrow band spectral emissions in the immediate vicinity of HF heating 600 

facility and far away from it for O- and X-mode HF pumping of the high latitude ionospheric F 601 

region. Such narrow band SEE observations should be accompanied by UHF incoherent scatter 602 

radar and HF coherent scatter radar measurements. 603 
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Figure captions 738 

 739 

Figure 1. EISCAT UHF radar observations in the magnetic zenith (13°S) obtained with 30 s 740 

integration time during HF modification experiment at Tromsø on 3 November 2013 from 15.30 741 

– 18 UT. Altitude-temporal variations of the electron density (a), temperature (b), ion velocities 742 

(c), and variations in time at fixed altitudes of the electron density (d) and temperature (e). High-743 

power HF radio waves with alternating O/X polarization were transmitted along the magnetic 744 

field line at frequency of 6.2 MHz by pulses of 10 min on, 5 min off. Effective radiated power is 745 

about of 450 MW. The heater pulses and polarization of HF pump wave are drawn on the time 746 

axis of the bottom plot.  747 

 748 

Figure 2. CUTLASS (SuperDARN) radar observations at Hankasalmi, Finland, at frequencies of 749 

about 13, 16, and 18 MHz, by using the single beam 5 directed over Tromsø, on 3 November 750 

2013 from 15.30 – 18 UT. Backscatter averaged over the HF-induced ionosphere patch (top 751 

panel) and backscatter at every frequency in the dependence on distance (range gate) and time 752 

(bottom panels). The features of HF heater transmission are the same as in Fig. 1 753 

 754 

Figure 3. EISCAT UHF radar observations in the magnetic zenith (13°S) in the course of HF 755 

modification experiment at Tromsø on 28 October 2013 from 15.30 – 17.45 UT. Behavior in 756 

time of undecoded plasma line powers (a), altitude distribution of downshifted plasma line 757 

intensities (b), altitude distribution of raw electron densities, or backscattered powers (c), and 758 

critical frequencies of the F2 layer, foF2 (d). High-power HF radio waves with X polarization 759 

were transmitted along the magnetic field line at frequency of 6.96 MHz by pulses of 10 min on, 760 

5 min off. Effective radiated power was about of 550 MW. The heater pulses are drawn on the 761 

time axis. 762 

 763 



Figure 4. The maximum power of HF-enhanced downshifted plasma lines, upshifted and 764 

downshifted ion lines against the altitude during HF pulses from15.31 – 15.41 UT at 15.32, 765 

15.34, 15.36, 15.38, and 15.40 UT, when fH / foF2 < 1 (a) and from 16.31 – 16.41 UT at 16.32, 766 

16.34, 16.36, 16.38, and 16.40 UT, when fH / foF2 > 1 (b) in the course of the X-mode 767 

experiment on 28 October 2013. The power spectra were calculated with integration time of 30 s 768 

and height resolution of 3 km from the “raw” data obtained with the EISCAT UHF radar at 769 

Tromsø. The details of HF heater transmission are the same as in Fig. 3. 770 

 771 

Figure 5. CUTLASS (SuperDARN) radar observations at Hankasalmi, Finland, at frequencies of 772 

about 16, 18, and 20 MHz, by using the only beam 5 directed over Tromsø, on 28 October 2013 773 

from 15.30 – 18 UT. Backscatter averaged over the HF-induced ionosphere patch (top panel) and 774 

backscatter at every frequency in the dependence on distance (range gate) and time (bottom 775 

panels). The features of HF heater transmission are the same as in Fig. 3. The heater pulses are 776 

drawn on the time axis. 777 

 778 

Figure 6. EISCAT UHF radar observations under elevation angle stepping between 74 and 86° in 779 

the course of HF modification experiment at Tromsø on 2 November 2013 from 14.30 – 15 UT, 780 

when the heater frequency exceeded the critical frequency of the foF2. Behavior in time of 781 

undecoded plasma line powers at the heights of 209 – 383 km (top panel) and the altitude 782 

distribution of raw electron densities, or backscattered powers (bottom panel). High-power HF 783 

radio waves with X polarization were transmitted along the magnetic field line at frequency of 784 

6.96 MHz from 14.31 – 14.51 UT. Effective radiated power was about of 550 MW. During HF 785 

pump pulse the UHF radar elevation angle was changed every 2 min in an orderly sequence of 786 

74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82, 84, and 86°. The UHF radar elevation angles are shown on the time 787 

axis. 788 

 789 



Figure 7. The ion line spectra depending on the altitude from the EISCAT UHF radar 790 

measurements on 2 November 2013 for radar elevation angles of 76, 77, 78, and 79° within the 791 

HF pump pulse from 14.31 – 14.51 UT. The ion line spectra were calculated with integration 792 

time of 30 s and height resolution of 3 km from the “raw” data obtained with the EISCAT UHF 793 

radar at Tromsø. The features of HF heater transmission are the same as in Fig. 6. 794 

 795 

Figure 8. The spectrogram of the heater signal within 100 Hz received near St. Petersburg at a 796 

distance about 1200 km away from Tromsø (top panel) and spectrogram of the “classic” SEE in 797 

the 200 kHz frequency band recorded near Tromsø (bottom panel) during the alternating O/X 798 

mode HF pumping on 21 October 2012 from 14 – 16 UT. High power HF radio wave was 799 

injected into the ionosphere at frequency of 7.953 MHz by cycles of 10 min on, 5 min off at 800 

three positions of HF beam, such as 90 (vertical), 84 and 78° (magnetic field-aligned). From 801 

cycle to cycle the polarization of HF pump wave was changed between O- and X-mode. 802 

Effective radiated power was about ERP = 650 MW. The heater pulses, HF beam position, and 803 

polarization of HF pump wave are shown on the time axis of the top panel. 804 

 805 

Figure 9. The spectrogram of the heater signal within 600 Hz of pump frequency recorded near 806 

St. Petersburg for alternating O/X-mode HF pumping on 27 October 2013 from 12 to 13.30 807 

UT(a) and power spectra obtained at 12.32.40, 12.35.40, 12.36.20, and 12.38.10 UT in the 808 

course of the X-mode pulse from 12.31 – 12.51 UT(b). HF pump wave was transmitted at 809 

frequency of 7.953 MHz by cycles of 20 min on, 10 min off towards the magnetic zenith. 810 

Effective radiated power was about ERP = 650 MW. The heater pulses and polarization of HF 811 

pump wave are shown on the time axis of the top panel. 812 

 813 

Figure 10. The spectrogram of the heater signal within 400 Hz of pump frequency recorded near 814 

St. Petersburg for X-mode HF pumping on 28 October 2013 from 17 to 18 UT(a) and power 815 



spectra obtained at 17.03.30, 17.05.40, 17.08, and 17.09.20 UT in the course of the pulse from 816 

17.01 – 17.11 UT(b). The features of HF heater transmission are the same as in Fig. 3. The 817 

heater pulses are shown on the time axis of the top panel. 818 
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